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Back  

to Basics

In the late 1990s, when America’s two 
IKEAs flanked the country and design 
aficionados had to enlist an interior 
designer to get their hands on modern 
furniture, Blu Dot forged a mission that 
was downright radical: to make good 
design accessible to everyone, and to do 
so out of its Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
office in a humble, democratic nature. 
More than two decades later, the land-
scape has changed—affordable design 
is instantly available in a digital culture 
that celebrates narcissism—but Blu Dot 
has not. In a contemporary context, the 
fact that it has managed to maintain its 
founding principles makes the brand 
more radical than ever. 

“In many ways, the company is just 
a reflection of us—which is not to 
say we’re always humble,” says John 
Christakos, who cofounded Blu Dot 
with architects Maurice Blanks and 
Charlie Lazor in 1997. “We’re better 
at being humble than anybody else!” 
Blanks adds with a laugh. While a design 
might emanate from one of their sketch-
books (or from someone on the design 
team), they deliberately never put their 
names on anything—a stand against 
the “hero designer” or lone genius that 
the trio finds a bit off-putting. Instead, 
Blu Dot is interested in what Christakos 
deems “humble Modernism,” a vein of 
modern design exemplified by George 

Nelson and the Eames’s that aspires to 
reach a wide audience.  

But there are consequences to prac-
ticing humility, too. “People who don’t 
know us but see our stores may put us 
in the same bucket as other retailers—
it’s not immediately apparent that we 
design what we sell,” Christakos says. 

“That’s a communication struggle we 
fight as a result of this approach. It’s 
much easier for someone to identify 
with a person.” Blanks brings up social 
media, and people’s desire to peer into a 
designer’s life—from what she had for 
dinner last night to her current location. 

“Those kinds of things make us want to 
double down on the way we think about 
our brand,” he says. “We’re a group of 
people working hard together to make 
something happen, as opposed to pro-
jecting a glorified, airbrushed image of 
what people think a designer is.” 

To better understand how Blu Dot’s 
commitment to its pillars of democratic 
design, modesty, and collaboration plays 
out each day at the studio, Surface asked 
several staffers from various parts of the 
company to tell a story about a product 
that exemplifies the spirit of the brand. 
Their responses suggest that Blu Dot’s 
capacity for endurance, a quality that per-
meates everything from its design process 
to color strategy to customer service, isn’t 
so much a strategy as a state of mind.

Blu Dot built its name on 
democratic design. Now, the 
modern home furnishings 
company remains relevant by 
sticking to that ethos. 

BY TIFFANY JOW 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ACKERMAN + GRUBER 

PRODUCED BY SURFACE STUDIOS

SCOTT SMRSTICK

SENIOR DESIGNER AND  

CREATIVE LEAD

According to Smrstick, modesty 

at Blu Dot sometimes means 

letting go of an idea and return-

ing to it later. The company’s 

patience and confidence in its 

staff are just a few of the rea-

sons he’s been working there 

for more than a decade. 

“For the candle holders, I initially 

sketched out these very geomet-

ric shapes. We decided to pro-

duce them in cast iron. I made a 

bunch of simple mock-ups from 

shop scraps to dial in the propor-

tions. We had them sand-cast, and 

the samples we got back were 

very crude: all the edges were 

rounded over and the surface tex-

ture was super grainy. We didn’t 

love them. I set the samples on 

my desk and moved on to other 

projects. After staring at them 

for months, it finally occurred to 

me that we should try to produce 

them the same way I had made 

the mock-ups. By using two-

dimensional shapes that were 

laser-cut from thick sheet metal 

to create the three-dimensional 

forms, we were able to retain the 

strict geometry that drew us to the 

design in the first place. By elimi-

nating the additional casting pro-

cess, which destroyed everything 

we liked about the form, we were 

able to simplify and strengthen 

the concept.”  
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GAIL BLACKBURN

DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT 

DEVELOPMENT  

AND INVENTORY 

MANAGEMENT

An integral voice in each piece 

Blu Dot develops, Blackburn 

sees the egalitarian nature of 

the company in her efforts to 

ensure its furniture’s broad 

appeal—even when her 

suggestions are out of left field.

“’m not a designer, and I’m just 

starting my fifth year with the 

company, but there are things I 

make sure are considered with 

every product. One is a shift in our 

color strategy. If you have some-

one fairly new to your business 

come in and suggest that what 

you’ve been doing all along—

which has worked—needs to 

shift to widen the audience, it 

requires the people on the other 

end to be willing to hear that. 

John and Maurice were so open 

to it. A few years ago, we began 

to thoughtfully put together a 

new palette, and figure out how 

to shift from a primary color–

based one to something that 

felt comfortable for everyone. 

One example of how we did this 

was the Perimeter Lamp, which 

originally existed in bright yel-

low, blue, and white. We decided 

to first introduce an all-black one, 

then slowly move away from blue 

and yellow with colors like ochre, 

olive, and blush.” 

WARREN YOUNG

SENIOR DESIGNER  

AND STUDIO MANAGER

Young, who will celebrate 

his 14th year at Blu Dot in 

September, has watched the 

company’s authenticity remain 

steadfast. He explains how the 

approach of Blu Dot’s design 

department has evolved from 

a sprint to an earnest team 

activity, and how it is manifested 

in the Toro Lounge Chair, a prod-

uct he designed in 2010.

“I appreciate that John and Maurice 

trust us to do things in ways that suit 

our individual skill sets. When I first 

started, the design process was 

modeled after the process often 

taught in design school—group 

ideation. We were given a brief, 

everyone brainstormed initial con-

cepts together, and the designer 

who owned the project was tasked 

with consolidating many ideas into 

one. That process didn’t yield the 

best results. The brainstorming 

sessions were great for extro-

verted people who can easily think 

on their feet, but not for me: my ini-

tial concepts develop slowly. 

John and Maurice eventually 

relaxed that process; now each 

designer starts a project on their 

own and presents more fully real-

ized concepts. Then, as a group, 

we decide how best to develop 

the designs. For example, the 

Toro Lounge Chair ended up in 

a very different place than my 

initial sketch because of our col-

laborative process. It started 

with a metal tube frame with an 

upholstered, bucket-y seat with 

suggested arms. As a team, we 

decided to change the material 

to wood to give it more dimension 

and warmth, and we swapped out 

the structured bucket seat for a  

leather sling (created by a local 

leather supplier, who’s still mak-

ing the slings in the Twin Cities 

metro area from his saddle shop) 

for visual clarity. Toro took four 

years to develop—but our design 

process allowed things to evolve 

and resulted in a design that was 

much better than the original idea.”
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MEDORA DANZ

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Blu Dot’s receptivity extends 

beyond its employees to its 

customers. As Danz attests, the 

company’s organization allows 

it to deliver on requests coming 

from its community (and to do 

so with a sense of humor). 

“As we look to create new 

designs, we say that we find the 

need, or the need finds us. When 

we opened our first retail store 

in New York, we suddenly had 

a direct line of communication 

with our customers. In the front 

window we had displayed Desk 

51, our best-selling design at 

the time, in a bright, cherry red 

color. People would come in and 

ask how wide it was. It is fifty-six 

inches, and everyone said they 

needed it to be forty-two. It was 

too long for New York City apart-

ments—we are Minnesotans, 

and have different space con-

straints. We took that feedback 

and, instead of tweaking the 

design, created a whole new 

object: the Cant Desk.

We admit we have a somewhat 

sophomoric sense of humor. 

We’re trying to grow up, but still 

want to bring joy and the unex-

pected to a brand. One way we 

communicate that is through 

the names of our designs. 

Something can be really beauti-

ful, but we can make it feel more 

approachable by calling it Cant 

Desk (a workstation that elicits 

the retort, ‘Yes, you can!’), Son of 

a Bench (a rubber-dipped bench), 

or One Night Stand (a sleeper 

sofa). Our best-selling casegood 

collection is called Dang, as in, 

‘Dang, that’s good!’”

BRAD BRAY

SENIOR DESIGNER

For Bray, the Blu Dot team’s 

ability to listen to one another 

is essential to creating quality 

work that transcends both time 

and trends.

“We’re serious about what we do, 

but not so much about ourselves. 

No one is stuck on hierarchy, and 

everyone’s open to sharing ideas 

and criticism. The walls here are 

literally transparent—John and 

Maurice’s offices are made of 

glass. This kind of straightfor-

ward communication flows into 

our work, too, so we tend to make 

things that are honest and direct, 

with a strong point of view. The 

bonus is that thinking this way 

helps us to stay focused instead 

of trying to chase trends.

The Neat Lounge Chair was 

definitely a team effort, and a 

bit of an experiment, because it 

used a process we’d never tried 

before. To make it, you build a 

skeleton of plywood and steel, 

put it in a mold, and inject foam 

around it. What you end up with 

is a monolithic shape where the 

construction and upholstery 

merge together. To pull it off, it 

took a lot of collaboration with 

our engineers, the factory, and 

even working through stitching 

details and seam placements 

with Gail [Blackburn].”

This story was conceived, produced, 

and edited by Surface Studios, the 

creative agency of Surface Media.
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Originally launched in 2016, the cultural program Oui 
Design returns to New York for its third edition this spring 
with new collaborations at the Noguchi Museum in Queens 
and WantedDesign in Brooklyn. A celebration of the mutual 
affinity in the field of design among the respective cultures 
of France and the United States, the program is a concerted 
effort between the Cultural Services of the French Embassy 
in the United States and a network of respective local part-
ners involving key players in design. 

 With a dynamic series of events taking place through-
out New York during NYCxDESIGN, the program pres-
ents cultural collaborations, bringing works that exemplify 
savoir faire from both sides of the Atlantic. WantedDesign’s 
robust roster of programming this year includes Camille 
Walala’s biggest-ever commission in New York, a bold, 
monolithic mural on the facade at the fair’s home in Sunset 
Park’s Industry City; a reboot of François Azambourg’s 
groundbreaking Douglas vase, conceived with the French 
glass research center CIAV, designer Leo Tecosky, and the 
Brooklyn Glass team; and Couleur, a showcase of three 
emerging French designers’ use and treatment of color. To 
shed light on sustainable development, WantedDesign and 
Oui Design will also present an exhibition of works by stu-
dents from EnsAD School in Paris focused on bamboo. 

 Also this year, the Noguchi Museum is partnering again 
with Oui Design, through a duo exhibition showcasing 
Isamu Noguchi’s Akari light sculptures, along with a selec-
tion of 26 Akari-inspired lamp designs created under the 
leadership of Valérie Maltaverne’s Ymer&Malta studio. And 
a touring exhibition features 40 masterpieces of the 21st cen-
tury in poetic scenography by Jean-Charles de Castelbajac 
at ICFF.

Joint Forces

With a bent for creative 
collaboration, Oui Design 
continues to inspire innovative 
projects between American 
and French designers 
and manufacturers.

BY JANELLE ZARA 

PRODUCED BY SURFACE STUDIOS
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The 10th Anniversary of the Douglas Vase 

with François Azambourg 

In 2007, a dialogue between Clichy-based designer François 

Azambourg and the French glass research center CIAV, or Centre 

International d’Art Verrier, in Meisenthal, France, produced an 

extraordinary objet d’art: the Douglas vase. Made through the 

unusual process of blowing molten glass between two raw planks 

of Douglas pine, the vase emerged from the wood amid smoke and 

sparks, imprinted with the memory of the tree—grooves, veins, 

knots, and all. 

On the occasion of the 10th anniversary of the Douglas vase, 

Azambourg and the artisanal  glassblowers of CIAV created new 

shapes and scales for the Douglas series, launching them at 

the Museum of Decorative Arts in Paris before bringing them to 

WantedDesign Brooklyn. On view from May 19 through May 22 

will be the pieces, their blueprints, and the new works from the 

Douglas series, made in collaboration with designer Leo Tecosky 

and the Brooklyn Glass team. Here, Azambourg reflects on his 

groundbreaking design. 

What was the significance of Douglas wood? Was there some-

thing about the tree itself that initially caught your interest?  

Our first attempt was in beech, and then in Douglas, because its 

grains are clearer and more pronounced than other species. There 

is no real precedent for this piece, but my preoccupation with the 

mold is recurrent in my work, as you can see with the Pack chair.

I know that you completed this as part of your research at CIAV. 

Can you speak a bit to the trial and error that went into this 

process, and the role that your collaborators at CIAV played in 

its conception? 

The human scale of the CIAV really is an advantage. It allows 

various attempts in real time and to adjust the conception with 

the glassblowers. In ten years, we did many various projects and 

pieces. It really is a successful and easy collaboration.

Tell us about working with the Brooklyn Glass team and how 

their style might differ from your collaborators in Europe. Did 

you think they’ll have a different way of working that will influ-

ence the outcome? 

The interesting part is the transfer of knowledge and know-how. I 

hope Brooklyn Glass blowers will come to CIAV. Collaboration with 

the glassblowers was key for this initial project, in the design and 

in the definition of the pieces. It definitely brings new elements to 

my practice.

Could you compare the 2018 Douglas glass pieces to the origi-

nals? How do they differ, and could you describe the process? 

Was this process easier than the first time?

The 2018 Douglas is a work on the plastic shape of the pieces when 

they just came out from the mold. Douglas mainly is a process of 

production, so we did many variations based on the same process: 

new shapes, new colors, and new sizes. It is neither easier nor 

more complicated.
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Where the slightest nuance can redefine our mood, 

color is the language with which we perceive our world. 

From May 17 through 21, WantedDesign Brooklyn 

presents “Couleur,” an exhibition curated by Odile 

Hainaut and Claire Pijoulat. “Our role as curators in the 

Oui Design program was to continue to bring creative 

French talents in New York and to initiate more trans-

atlantic creative exchanges,” say Hainaut and Pijoulat. 

In doing so, the exhibit, designed by  Eve Marine 

Basuyaux, celebrates the many pigments that shape 

our everyday lives with the vibrant and colorful works 

of three emerging French designers: Julie Richoz, Ionna 

Vautrin, and Pernelle Poyet.

JULIE RICHOZ 

Having operated her own Paris studio since 2012 (the same year 

she was awarded the Grand Prix Design Parade) the French-Swiss 

designer completed a residency at the prestigious CIRVA, the 

International Center for Glass and Plastic Arts in Marseille where 

she produced a series of transparent vessels in pronounced blocks 

of color in various combinations. “I superimposed the glasses in 

layers to obtain deep and nuanced colors,” Richoz says. “I love the 

way the glass encloses and materializes the light: The light trav-

eling through these layers then reflects the colors of the glasses, 

sharpens their edges, and highlights their contours.” Also on dis-

play will be Richoz’s recent projects for La Manufacture Cogolin, 

Alessi, and Louis Poulsen.

PERNELLE POYET 

For her 2016  graduate project, Alphabet, Pernelle Poyet took the 

aesthetic alphabet of the late, great Ettore Sottsass and created 

her own language, garnering herself the Grand Jury Prize and the 

Audience Prize of Villa Noailles’s prestigious Design Parade in 

Hyères, France. Shortly afterward, Villa Noailles led her to a resi-

dency in both Sevres Cité de la Céramique and CIRVA (International 

Research Center on Glass and Visual Arts). On view will be a series 

of “vase bouquets,” produced with CIRVA, created from glass 

vases, orbs, and blocks that play on gradients of colors. 

IONNA VAUTRIN 

Ionna Vautrin worked for such greats as George J. Sowden and the 

Bouroullec brothers before opening her own Paris studio in 2010, 

shortly after winning the mayor’s Grand prix de la création. In Couleur, 

a selection of recent works includes Binic, a table lamp designed for 

Foscarini named for the lighthouse on the coast of Brittany. Composed 

simply of two intersecting conical shapes, its friendly demeanor 

exudes a joy amplified by its brilliant color options: white, pink, aqua-

marine, blue, yellow, and anthracite. Her pieces for Eno Studio, Sancal, 

Moustache, and Elements Optimal will also be shown.
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The Designers of “Couleur”

Camille Walala  
at Industry City

At WantedDesign’s Brooklyn outpost, Oui 

Design brings support to Industry City in 

commissioning Camile Walala to brighten 

up the surroundings with one of her sig-

nature graphic murals. Drawing on a 

mixed bag of influences, including African 

tribal art, De Stijl, Pop Art, and Memphis 

design—all of which are partial to bold 

colors—Walala will transform a prominent 

but neglected building with a permanent 

seven-story mural—her largest commis-

sion to date. “The Camille Walala mural 

and the Couleur exhibit are somehow 

connected,” say WantedDesign cofound-

ers Odile Hainaut and Claire Pijoulat. 

“Interestingly enough, we did not work on 

these two projects simultaneously, though 

it now seems like we’ve created a pattern: 

showcasing French creative women, and 

highlighting their relation to color.” The 

piece is produced with French paint, using 

a custom color palette from Ressource. 

Inspired by the architecture itself, the 

mural plays with the repetition of windows. 

“The site is bathed in the most beauti-

ful colors at sunset, which has inspired 

my palette for the project,” Walala says.  

—Alexandra Alexa
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YMER&MALTA at  

the Noguchi Museum

When the late Isamu Noguchi began sculpting lanterns from paper in 

1951, he called them Akari, the Japanese word for light. The word con-

veys a dual meaning, evoking both Akari’s luminousness and seeming 

weightlessness, much as the lights merge a duality of traditions, unit-

ing craft with technology through the simple act of inserting an electri-

cal bulb into a form usually illuminated by candlelight.

 “The light of Akari is like the light of the sun filtered through the 

paper of shoji,” Noguchi once said. “The harshness of electricity is 

thus transformed through the magic of paper back to the light of our 

origin—the sun—so that its warmth may continue to fill our rooms 

at night.”

 Decades later, the Noguchi Museum’s exhibition “Akari Unfolded: A 

Collection by YMER&MALTA,” on view through January 27, 2019, hon-

ors the spirit of Noguchi’s iconic light designs with the introduction of 

26 new designs that likewise combine craft traditions with contem-

porary sensibilities. YMER&MALTA founder Valérie Maltaverne, an 

expert in historic French savoir faire, worked with six designers in an 

array of materials: linen, metal, resin, Plexiglas, concrete, and paper.

 “She felt that she and her designers could do something meaning-

ful, technically and aesthetically, pushing Akari values and principles 

into the age of LED,” says Noguchi Museum senior curator Dakin Hart. 

In addition to being the preeminent expert in the centuries-old tradi-

tions of the luxuriously handmade, Maltaverne also possesses a keen 

sense for contemporary taste and an appetite for new technologies. 

Together, she and the six designers—Sebastian Bergne, Stephen 

Burks, Océane Delain, Benjamin Graindorge, Sylvain Rieu-Piquet, and 

the firm Nendo—entered a trial-and-error process of prototyping and 

material experimentation.

 Each work in the resulting exhibition resonates with Noguchi’s 

legacy in a variety of ways, in his architectonics, his reverence for 

nature, or, as Hart puts it, “Noguchi’s expansive notion of sculpture.” 

Designer Benjamin Graindorge’s black tubular steel “edaLight,” for 

example, formally merges the natural world with the technological 

one, resembling at once a “supersized circuit board and a climbing 

vine,” according to Hart, “as if a giant, bioluminescent, unobtanium-

powered leaf had fallen to Earth from a tree on Pandora. “EtaLight” is 

cosmically forward-looking and fundamentally, serenely biomorphic. 

It’s an instant classic.”

 For Maltaverne, creating new works in Noguchi’s legacy was an 

honor. “I’ve known Noguchi through the Akari lamps, which have fol-

lowed me in my different homes,” she says. “Akari is a strong word 

that defines the spirit of this collection, where the importance of the 

light itself comes before the object that holds it. Our lamps must be the 

souls of the room they’re in, capable of transforming the environment.”

Oui Design is a program initiated by the Cultural Services 

of the French Embassy in the U.S, in partnership with:

Institut Français-Paris

Institutfrançais.com

FACE Foundation

face-foundation.org

French Ministry of Culture and Communication

culturecommunication.gouv.fr

Florence Gould Foundation

Van Cleef & Arpels

vancleefarpels.com 

Additional support for women artists has been 

provided by Fondation CHANEL

fondationchanel.org 

 

Additional support for Oui Design projects at 

WantedDesign has been provided by Institut National 

des Métiers d’Art (INMA), Ressource, and XL Airways.

Partners Sponsors

This story was conceived, produced, and edited by Surface 

Studios, the creative agency of Surface Media.

Brooklyn Glass

brooklynglass.com

Ecole Nationale 

Supérieure des Arts 

Décoratifs (EnsAD) 

ensad.fr 

Domaine de Boisbuchet 

boisbuchet.org 

Industry City

industrycity.com

International 

Contemporary Furniture 

Fair (ICFF)

icff.com

International Glass Art 

Center (CIAV) 

ciav-meisenthal.fr

 

International Research 

Center on Glass and 

Visual Arts (CIRVA) 

cirva.fr

 

The Noguchi Museum

noguchi.org

NYCxDESIGN

nycxdesign.com

Valorization of 

Innovation in Furnishing 

(VIA) 

via.fr

Villa Noailles 

villanoailles-hyeres.com 

 

Sèvres - Cité de la 

Céramique 

sevresciteceramique.fr

WantedDesign 

wanteddesignnyc.com

Océane Delain

Originally from Bayeux, France, Océane Delain 

specializes in digital fabrication, working prin-

cipally for the Paris-based design studio Tech 

Shop. For “Akari Unfolded,” she applied her 

digital know-how to the production of “Belle de 

Jour” and “Belle de Nuit,” two lamps inspired by 

images of rock formations Valérie Maltaverne 

photographed during a trip to Corsica. “When I 

showed her the pictures, Océane made several 

drawings and, as she is a very practical designer, 

we entered in an extensive 3D-printing and 

paper laser-cutting prototyping process until 

we achieved the final design,” says Maltaverne. 

The result is one in linen, the French equivalent 

to Japan’s bamboo, and another in ceramic.

EnsAD’s Bamboo for Paris

At Domaine de Boisbuchet, a research and design center in the 

southwest of France, 10 current EnsAD students participated in a 

workshop focused on the potential of bamboo in design, the results 

of which will be on view as part of the Conscious Design showcase 

at WantedDesign Brooklyn. The students explored the expres-

sive and structural potential of bamboo as a material, the types of 

objects it ’s suited for, and the possibility of industrial applications 

that might have economic and ecological benefits.

Alexis Fiony and Marie Piplard’s “O-de,” a rainwater collection 

device designed for urban balconies, is a standout. Bamboo slats 

arranged in the form of a tree channel raindrops into a glass vessel. 

It presents a simple ritual for gathering rain and reusing it in the 

house, and in the process, it reconnects users to the idea that pro-

tecting the environment is a shared responsibility that starts with 

rethinking our daily habits. —A.A.

 Icons of French Design at ICFF

In partnership with Institut Français-Paris, VIA is organizing a trav-

eling exhibition, titled “NO TASTE FOR BAD TASTE so Starck, so 

Bouroullec...so le French Design.” The presentation aims to reveal 

the DNA of French design by bringing together the most iconic 

pieces of its history. Forty experts working in various design-

related fields were brought together to select 10 core values of 

21st-century French design and identify their favorite examples 

of each. The show includes works by Philippe Starck, Ronan and 

Erwan Bouroullec, Ligne Roset, Fermob, and Hermès. Its origi-

nal sceneography is designed by famous French designe Jean-

Charles de Castelbajac.  —A.A.
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